Carnegie is Proud To Be Original

New York, NY — Carnegie, a leading manufacturer and innovator of textiles and wallcoverings, is
pleased to announce it has joined Be Original Americas; an organization committed to informing,
educating and influencing manufacturers, design professionals and individuals on the economic,
ethical, and environmental value of authentic design while preserving and investing in its future.
Carnegie views its practice and support of original design as both a corporate and social
responsibility. “We think it is important to support original design because the proliferation of
knockoffs is a true threat not only to design driven companies like Carnegie but also to the
value of creativity, problem solving and innovation in society,” Cliff Goldman, President Carnegie.
Carnegie’s creative studio houses a homegrown creative
team devoted to designing and developing original products.
Designers from around the country are invited to the studio
where they openly participate and share in Carnegie’s
design process. Mr. Goldman says, “Original design along
with a commitment to innovation, quality materials and
sustainable practices are the lifeblood of our company. We
feel that it is our responsibility to protect these core values
with Be Original Americas.”

Carnegie designers

Folds upholstery collection
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Carnegie CREATIVE

Xorel Cirque Couture
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About Carnegie
Carnegie is a leading manufacturer and innovator of textiles in North America. Since 1950, the
family-owned company has established a tradition of firsts, including the development of its own
Xorel® fabrics, which provide a durable alternative to PVC materials and Biobased Xorel, the first
plant based high performance textile in the world. In addition, Carnegie has built a reputation for
its ongoing and comprehensive commitment to the environment through all parts of its business
cycle by being a member of the Be Original organization, maintaining a B Corp certification, and
by establishing themselves as the first and only PVC free interior textile company in the industry.
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